Abstract Double minute chromosomes (DMs) are the cytogenetic hallmark of extra-chromosomal genomic amplification. The frequency of DMs in primary cancer and the cytogenetic features of DMs-positive primary cancer cases are largely unknown. To unravel these issues, we retrieved the Mitelman database and analyzed all DMs-positive primary cancerous karyotypes (787 karyotypes). The overall frequency of DMs is 1.4% (787 DMs-positive cases; total 54,398 cases). We found that DMs have the highest frequency in adrenal carcinoma (28.6%, topography) and neuroblastoma (31.7%, morphology). The frequencies of DMs in each tumor were much lower than in previous reports. The frequency of DMs in malignant cancers is significantly higher than in benign cancers, which confirms that DMs are malignant cytogenetic markers. DMs combined cytogenetic abnormalities are identified and sorted into two groups by principal component analysis (PCA), with one group containing −4, −5, −8, −9, −10, −13, −14, −15, −16, −17, −18, −20, −21, and −22, and the other containing −1p, −5q, +7, and +20. The prominent imbalance in DMs-positive cancer cases is chromosome loss. However, DMs-positive cancer cases, deriving from different morphologic cancers, cannot be clearly divided into subgroups. Our large database analysis provides novel knowledge of DMs and their combined cytogenetic abnormalities in primary cancer.
Introduction
Gene amplifications cause an increase in the gene copy number and, subsequently, elevate the expression of the amplified genes, which modify normal growth control and survival pathways. Double minute chromosomes (DMs) are the cytogenetic hallmark of extra-chromosomal genomic amplification (Hahn 1993) . They are small, generally acentric, atelomeric, autonomously replicating chromatin bodies and are frequently detected in cytogenetic examinations of metaphase chromosomes in human tumor cells (Biedler et al. 1983) . They have been found in a vast number of human neoplasias since the first description (Spriggs et al. 1962 ). Many oncogenes have been identified on DMs, for example, MYCN, C-MYC, EIF5A2, and MDM2 (Alitalo et al. 1983; Fakharzadeh et al. 1993; Guan et al. 2001; VanDevanter et al. 1990) . Recently, some amplicon junctions were sequenced (Storlazzi et al. 2006 ). However, although DMs are appreciated at the single base pair level, the generation and function and even basic information such as the frequency of DMs in cancer remains largely unknown.
Benner et al. reported the presence of DMs in 93.5% of analytical tumors by reviewing 200 published tumors taken directly from patients (Benner et al. 1991) . McGill et al. found DMs in 67 of the 76 examined ovarian cancers (McGill et al. 1993 ). Gebhart et al. reported 50 DMspositive cases among 106 examined breast cancers (Gebhart et al. 1984) . Gebhart also reviewed the available literature and found that the frequencies of DMs in ovarian cancer and breast cancer are 29% and 18%, respectively (Gebhart 2005) . The exact frequency of DMs in primary cancer is critically needed to be confirmed! Mitelman identified some common karyotypic features of different tumor types by statistically investigating the karyotypic database (Höglund et al. 2005) . DMs are the cytogenetic hallmark of extra-chromosomal genomic amplification. However, the karyotypic features of DMs-positive primary cancer cases are not been characterized! In this report, utilizing the largest chromosome aberrations database in cancer (Mitelman Database of Chromosome Aberrations and Gene Fusions in Cancer, http://cgap.nci.nih. gov/Chromosomes/Mitelman), we find that the frequencies of DMs in each tumor are much lower than in previous reports. DMs have the highest frequency in adrenal carcinoma (28.6%, topography) and neuroblastoma (31.7%, morphology) . We further analyze all DMs-positive karyotypes (787 DMspositive cases) and DMs combined cytogenetic abnormalities and present their characteristics.
Materials and methods

Data retrieval and conversion
The Mitelman Database of Chromosome Aberrations and Gene Fusions in Cancer (http://cgap.nci.nih.gov/Chromosomes/ Mitelman; updated October 2007) provides a powerful tool for statistical analyses of the chromosome aberrations in cancer (Shimizu et al. 2007 ). We collected all DMs-positive or homogeneously staining region (HSR)-positive cancer cases by the following strategy: (1) abnormality "*dmin*" for DMspositive cases; (2) abnormality "*hsr*" for HSR-positive cases. Mitelman Cases Quick Searcher and Mitelman Cases Full Searcher were used as described on the website.
Karyotypes from 778 DMs-positive cases were downloaded as text files. The International System for Human Cytogenetic Nomenclature (ISCN) karyotypes were converted into binary data denoting the status of each chromosome band as 1 if gained, −1 if lost, and 0 if neither gained nor lost. When constructing the imbalance map, unknown band data such as +der(?)t(?;1;7) were excluded and only the clone containing DMs for each case was entered. If the aberrations were restricted in the arm of the chromosome, they were designated as the corresponding chromosome arm aberrations. Chromosomes and chromosome arms gained or lost in >10% of the tumors were selected for further analysis. 
Statistical analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using the SPSS 10.0 program (SPSS inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Principal components are linear combinations of the original variables, orthogonal, and ordered with respect to their variance so that the first principal component has the largest variance. Imbalances were used as variables and the individual tumors as the observations. For clustering cases, these cases were used as variables and the imbalances as observations. The Chi-squared test was performed using the SPSS program and statistical significance was accepted at the p<0.05 level.
Results
Summary of the DMs-positive cancer cases
As of February 2008, there are a total of 54,398 cases in the Mitelman database. Among them, 787 (1.4%) cases are DMs-positive and 467 (0.9%) cases are HSR-positive. The number of dual-positive cases is 44 (0.08%). In DMspositive cases, the ratio of males to females is 1.08 (401/ 373). Karyotypes from 778 DMs-positive cases (to date on October 2007) were downloaded as text files for further analysis. Twenty-four (3.1%) cases present DMs as the sole abnormality. Two hundred and thirty-five (30.2%) cases counted the number of DMs and 775 (99.6%) cases provided the number of chromosomes.
Frequencies of DMs in cancer
Frequencies of DMs in cancer according to topography are shown in Fig. 1a . The frequency in adrenal carcinoma is the highest (28.6%). Frequencies in the endocrine system, cerebellum, brain, central nervous system (all sites), prostate, stomach, soft tissue, digestive system (all sites), bone and soft tissues (all sites), respiratory system (all sites), lung, eye, ovary, skeleton, and large intestine carcinoma are 10.4%, 9%, 6.4%, 6%, 5.3%, 5.1%, 4.5%, 4.4%, 4%, 4%, 3.8%, 3.2%, 3.1%, 2.7%, and 2.6%, respectively. The number of analyzed cases in the above tumors is more than 200, thus, the frequencies are more credible. Figure 1b presents the frequencies of DMs in cancer according to morphology. In the tumors, which include more than 100 cases, neuroblastoma has the highest frequency of DMs (31.7%). The frequencies in embryonic nervous system tumors (all subtypes), astrocytoma (grade III-IV), primitive neuroectodermal tumor, osteosarcoma (NOS), neuroglial neoplasm (all subtypes), leiomyosarcoma, malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor, atypical lipomatous tumor, fibrohistiocytic tumor (all subtypes), retinoblastoma, and hepatoblastoma are 19.1%, 18.1%, 13.3%, 12.5%, 11.3%, 10.6%, 9.3%, 7.7%, 7.1%, 6.6%, and 6.0%, respectively. The frequency of DMs in M0 to M7 of leukemia ranges from 0.3% to 2.8% (Fig. 1c) .
Three pair cancers provided the pathological stage in the Mitelman database (astrocytoma grade I-II to astrocytoma grade III-IV; benign epithelial neoplasm to malignant epithelial neoplasm; and benign epithelial tumor special type to malignant epithelial tumor special type). To examine the association between DMs and tumor malignancy, a Chi-square test was carried out. As shown in Fig. 2 , DMs are statistically significantly associated with the tumor malignancy (p<0.001, n=7,576).
Karyotypic profile of DMs-positive cancer
DMs-positive cases are subdivided into six groups according to the number of chromosomes (<46; 46; 46< ≤57; 58≤ <69; 69; 69<). Figure 3a presents the number of cases in each group. Most of the DMs-positive cases were hypodiploid (205, 27.2%). Two hundred and thirty-five cases counted the number of DMs. These cases were sorted into three groups based on the number of DMs (≤10; 10< ≤30; 30≤). Distributions of the number of chromosomes in each group are shown in Fig. 3b . The chromosome number was found to decrease with the accumulation of DMs.
The karyotypic profiles of all DMs-positive cancer cases are presented in Fig. 4a . In all DMs-positive cancer cases, the most frequently observed imbalances were −10 (17.9%), −17 (16.1%), −13 (15.2%), −18 (14.1%), −5 (13.6%), and +7 (13.1%). The prominent imbalance in DMs-positive cancer is chromosome loss. Three hundred and fifty-three (45.4%) cases present with translocation, and the frequency of marker chromosomes is 36.8% (286/ 778). To see if DMs-positive cancers have common features or vary with morphology, we constructed karyotypic profiles of DMs-positive acute myeloid leukemia, astrocytoma grade III-IV, and neuroblastoma cancers. As shown in Fig. 4 , the most frequently observed imbalances were −5 (24.0%), −5q (24.0%), and −17 (18.4%) in DMs-positive acute myeloid leukemia, +7 (46.2%) and −10 (51.3%) in DMs-positive astrocytoma grade III-IV, and −1p (47.1%) in DMs-positive neuroblastoma.
Principal component analysis (PCA) of imbalances and clusters
Imbalances recorded in >10% of the carcinomas were defined as the recurrence for further PCA. Aberrations of the X or Y chromosome were excluded from the analyses, because DMs-positive cases are almost equal among males and females. A total of 18 recurrent imbalances were identified, including −1p, −4, −5, −5q, +7, −8, −9, −10, −13, −14, −15, −16, −17, −18, +20, −20, −21, and −22. Each case was then assessed for the presence or absence of recurrent imbalances. Cases with at least one of the chosen imbalances were selected for further analysis, resulting in 506 cases. The number of imbalances per tumor (NIPT) was counted. Distributions of the NIPT in each group sorted by the number of DMs are shown in Fig. 3c . The NIPT decreased with the accumulation of DMs. We performed PCA of the karyotypic data, which revealed two distinct clusters of aberrations, one containing −4, −5, −8, −9, −10, −13, −14, −15, −16, −17, −18, −20, −21, and −22, and the other containing −1p, −5q, +7, and +20 (Fig. 5) . To group the DMs-positive cases, PCA was performed using tumor cases as variables and the imbalances as cases. DMs-positive cancer cases cannot be clearly divided into subgroups (data not shown), but for a DMspositive morphologic cancer, cases were more frequently located in the same region. A scatter plot of three different morphologic cancers indicate the same results (Fig. 6 ).
Discussion
We retrieved the overall cases from the Mitelman database and 778 DMs-positive cases were downloaded as text files for further analysis. We found that frequencies of DMs in each kind of cancer are much lower than in previous reports. DMs have the highest frequency in adrenal carcinoma (28.6%, topography) and neuroblastoma (31.7%, morphology). The frequencies of DMs in M0 to M7 range from 0.3% to 2.8% (Fig. 1c) , much lower than that previously reported (3% to 11%) (Keung et al. 1997; Kuttler and Mai 2007) . In the breast, ovarian, and lung cancers, the frequencies of DMs are 0.8%, 3.1%, and 3.8%, respectively, which is also much lower than that of previous reports (breast: 18%; ovarian: 29%; small-cell lung cancer (SCLC): 20%-30%; non-SCLC (NSCLC): 10%-20%) (Gebhart 2005) . Three paired cancers provided the pathological stage in the Mitelman database and yielded powerful evidence that DMs can reliably reflect the advanced stage of malignancy (Fig. 2) , suggesting that it can be taken as a malignant cytogenetic marker. The frequency of DMs significantly increases with the progression of cancer. A ten-fold increase was seen in malignant Fig. 6a , b Three-and two-dimensional presentations of three DMspositive morphologic cancer cases after PCA. a Three-dimensional presentation of three DMs-positive morphologic cancer cases. b Twodimensional presentation of three DMs-positive morphologic cancer cases. ac acute myeloid leukemia; as astrocytoma grade III-IV; n neuroblastoma epithelial neoplasms compared to benign epithelial neoplasms. Thus, we infer that the above frequency inconsistency is due to the different pathological stages of cases investigated in each report. Our data is obtained from a large Database of Chromosome Aberrations and Gene Fusions in Cancer. Therefore, the frequencies of DMs in each cancer are objective. However, the frequencies presented here are gross, without regard to the pathological stages. Therefore, in some investigative cohorts, especially for malignant cancer cases, the frequencies of DMs may be ten to 20 times higher than the frequencies presented in our data.
The DMs combined cytogenetic abnormalities comprised two distinct clusters, one containing −4, −5, −8, −9, −10, −13, −14, −15, −16, −17, −18, −20, −21, and −22, and the other containing −1p, −5q, +7, and +20. The prominent imbalance in DMs-positive cancer is chromosome loss. DMs-positive cancer cases were divided into six groups according to the number of chromosomes. The hypodiploid group included the most DMspositive cases (27.2%). Morales et al. reported that passive loss of the DHFR amplicon by the withdrawal of MTX results in MTX-sensitive cells exhibiting a substantial reduction of their capacity or even an incapacity to generate resistance when submitted to a second cycle of MTX treatment (Morales et al. 2009 ). This phenomenon may be due to chromosome loss. To adapt cells to stress conditions, target DNA fragments are released from the original chromosomes and amplify as DMs. After withdrawal of the drug, DMs will be lost and leave impaired chromosomes. The cells with impaired chromosomes have an incapacity to generate resistance when they are submitted to the same repeated stress conditions. Based on this inference, we postulate that waiting for the complete loss of DMs is essential before starting the second round of treatment in DMs-positive cancer cases.
In summary, by retrieving the Mitelman database, we provided novel knowledge of DMs and their combined cytogenetic abnormalities. Our findings will be beneficial for further study of the generation and function of DMs.
